Feng shui or fengshui (traditional Chinese: 風水; simplified Chinese: 风水, pronounced [fə́ŋ.ʂwèi] ()), also known as Chinese geomancy, is a pseudoscience originating from China, which claims to use energy forces to harmonize individuals with their surrounding environment. The term feng shui literally translates as "wind-water" in English. This is a cultural shorthand taken from the ...

Feng shui - Wikipedia
Who we are](#) New Horizons Mental Wellness is a mental health clinic located in Pocatello, Idaho and is comprised of psychiatric nurse practitioners, therapists ...

Home - New Horizons Mental Wellness Pocatello, ID
Circle of Life Healing Arts Center offers a wide variety of onsite services by respected, talented holistic health practitioners. Our specialties include massage, yoga, Feng Shui, acupuncture, nutritional counseling, reflexology.

Circle of Life Healing Arts in Waupaca, Wisconsin
Health & wellness fairs are a cost-effective way of providing valuable health information and screening services for all your employees at a single event.

Health & Wellness Fair Planning Guide
A Harmony Nail Spa, your home for Beauty & Spa treatments, Fantastic Hair, Skin, & Nails. Soothing aromatherapy and wellness treatments. Look no further, have your Hair, Make-up, Facial, Massage, Bridal hair & makeup, Manicure, Pedicure, or Nail Art done in our off The Strip Las Vegas salon. Get your silk wraps and acrylics here.

A Harmony Nail Spa
One of the most beautiful restaurants in Singapore, Cherry Garden offers an eclectic menu of Cantonese cuisine, presented with artistic modern flair.

Cherry Garden - Cantonese Cuisine Near Marina Bay
Journal of Medical Imaging and Health Informatics (JMIHI) is a medium to disseminate novel experimental and theoretical research results in the field of biomedicine, biology, clinical, rehabilitation engineering, medical image processing, bio-computing, D2H2, and other health related areas.

Journal of Medical Imaging and Health Informatics
Hotel Kristal has adopted the Feng Shui philosophy and features soundproofed rooms of different colours and styles with Sat TV, Sky TV, free Wi-Fi, a well-stocked minibar, safe and telephone.

HOTEL KRISTAL - ZanĂ˝, Hotel schio, hotel thiene, Hotel Vicenza
Therapeutic medical-device for holistic healing. Natural health and wellness therapy in the comfort of your home. Superior quality products, built to last, safe and effective, for all ages.

Chi Machine Canada, Therapeutic Medical Device, Natural
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Acupressure; Acupuncture; Affirmative prayer; Alexander technique; Alternative cancer treatments; Animal-Assisted Therapy; Anthroposophical medicine; Apitherapy

List of forms of alternative medicine - Wikipedia

Hotel Klimczok**** - SPA w gÄœrach z basenem
Lifestyle - Lounge: Online lifestyle magazine featuring latest lifestyle news and useful lifestyle management tips.

Lifestyle Lounge - Online Lifestyle Magazine - Lifestyle
A HarmoNet - 1999 Ä°ta a horoszkÅ”pok specialistÅ”ja - kifejezetten az Ä°talajban Ä©rdelkedÅ”knak dolgozta ki ezt a horoszkÅ”pot. Ha nincs Ä©ppen krÅ–zis az Ä©litedben, csak tudni szeretszÄ„d,...
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What is Far Infrared therapy (FIR) and what does it do: Far Infrared Ray are waves of energy, totally invisible to the naked eye, which penetrate the surface of the skin where they gently and elevate the body's surface temperature to 107.6F/42C and above, whilst positively activating body systems and functions.

Far Infrared Therapy, Heat Therapy, FIR, Benefits, History
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LED-Echtwachskerzen, LED-Kerzen, flammenlose LED-Kerzen